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SECURE YOUR PREMISES
CRITICAL SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS

4 cameras

6 cameras

10 cameras

$1,180

$1,680

$2,580

FEATURES
Full HD 2MP camera with infrared technology for low-light conditions
True IP network camera system (choice of dome or bullet housing)
Weather-proof (IP67) and Vandal-proof (IK10) camera
Terabyte storage for 30 days recording or more
Remote viewing on Android and Apple devices
Includes monitor for viewing footages
Prices include installation*
*Installation for retail, residential, or small office environments, with distance of equipment less than
20 meters apart. For customisation and projects, please contact us for consultation.

ABOUT US
Founded in 2000, we have a track
record of consulting, designing,
implementing, and maintaining
security solutions which include
surveillance and safety systems,
internal and external access
control, and analytics.

INTEGRATED
SECURITY
SOLUTIONS
surveillance & safety

We provide solutions for large and small developments which include retail
shops, homes, shopping malls, offices, residential estates and schools.
Our indoor and outdoor solutions cater to a wide range of applications
depending on your needs. These range from standard indoor cameras, to
weather-proof, vandal-proof, and solar-powered cameras for remote
locations. Software integration provides you with the ability to analyze and
detect threats before they become an issue.

access control
We provide comprehensive access control solutions which cover both indoor
and outdoor systems.
These include card access and bio-metric access systems like facial and
fingerprint recognition. Systems can be integrated with multiple door
controllers, turnstiles. and mantraps depending on your needs. We also provide
thermal imaging cameras and devices for temperature scanning. Our outdoor
access control systems include gantries for building access and carparks, as
well as bollard systems for safety.

digital solutions & visitor management
Our solutions create additional value for your business. Using the information
we collect in our surveillance and access control systems, we analyze data and
movement records and provide insights to improve traffic and security.
We also provide technology and digital consulting for businesses looking to
modernize and unlock potential for growth and efficiency.
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